DM (Ephesos)
Can I get a recap from the party?
Telaverin
We got in a brawl, started a forest fire, and didn't keep watch that well.
Vitze
We met in a tavern, fought a rival adventuring party, met Zarusa, began the journey, set fire to the forest, ran from some shouting in the distance, found a fork in the road and took it, camped, and are now under attack
DM (Ephesos)
Alright, that's good enough for me.
You scramble to your feet, looking out at the darkness. Just as Zarusa said, the fence of molten red lines that formerly surrounded your camp is gone, replaced with a pitch-black void. You can hear the rest of the camp stirring to life as well.
Soon, Zarusa has stormed over to you, and she starts shouting.
Zarusa
"Who the hell was keeping watch?"
Vitze
I put my hand to the back of my head. "I felt a sharp pain, and then nothing. Somebody must have knocked me out."
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Bluff)
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa looks to Vitze, and appears to believe her. Or at least is too distracted for it to matter.
Vitze
(Woo, it took me a week to think of that.)
Boregloaf
I listen and watch for anything outside the camp.
Telaverin
I do the same.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (Perception)
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Perception)
Nixak
I roll back under the wagon I was sleeping under and try to get some more sleep.
Vitze
I put on my fake human ears.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa looks at Vitze like she's from another planet.
Zarusa
"Look, it doesn't matter. We need to make sure we can defend ourselves. Check the wagons."
DM (Ephesos)
Your planning is interrupted by the sound of a horn echoing across the clearing. Zarusa's orb suddenly appears at her side, and flares brightly.
Zarusa
"Oh crap."
Vitze
"Humans?"
Zarusa
"There's a very good chance, yes."
DM (Ephesos)
She runs into the center of camp, and instantly re-lights the cooking fire from earlier.
Vitze
"I could disguise the party as humans, but I'd need to do it now."
Zarusa
"Show yourselves!"
DM (Ephesos)
A moment passes, as the rest of the caravan struggles to get onto its feet. The horses shift nervously.
You see Nixak attempt to climb a tree by the wagons, but he falls prone by the food wagon.
Then, an arrow zips out of the darkness, heading straight for Zarusa's neck. It stops about a foot from her neck, on account of being burned to a cinder.
Zarusa
"Again, show yourselves!"
DM (Ephesos)
Somewhere in the distance, a boom squirrel booms.
Vitze
I cast Bilateral Self. Does it need a roll?
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, for how convincing it is.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
An illusory duplicate of Vitze appears in the group.
Telaverin
Did the boom come from the same direction as the arrow?
DM (Ephesos)
No.
Vitze
I send my doppleganger walking slowly toward where the arrow came from.
Nixak
"At least they are not riding boom squirrels."
DM (Ephesos)
As you scan the darkness, you see a cloud of sparks floating above the clearing. Then, suddenly, the cloud explodes into bright light, and you are momentarily blinded.
When your vision returns, the clearing is lit up as if it were daylight. Beyond the clearing, it still appears to be night, but your eyes are having trouble processing it.
Of slightly more concern right now is the group of human warriors standing in the clearing with you. Then, one more figure steps out into the bright daylight. It is another human, tattooed from head to toe, riding an enormous horned beetle. This figure speaks with a clear, deep voice.
Khielik
"Trespassers! Vandals! Why have you committed this crime?"
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa swears under her breath, as the orb begins circling her tightly.
Nixak
"Ask her," I respond pointing at Zarusa.
Vitze
"It was an accident!"
Boregloaf
"Accident, sir!"
DM (Ephesos)
One of the warriors notices the illusory Vitze, and calmly steps forward to snap its neck. When nothing happens, he looks confused.
The figure on the beetle takes a long look at Zarusa before speaking.
Vitze
I have the doppleganger run away, into the woods.
Khielik
"A blood traitor? Why would you betray your own kind?"
DM (Ephesos)
The warrior watches the doppleganger flee, but quickly turns back to watch the scene unfolding here.
Telaverin
I look to see how many enemies are archers.
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 4 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
There are no archers visible in the clearing.
Nixak
(Who is beetle man talking to?)
DM (Ephesos)
(To Zarusa.)
Zarusa grits her teeth.
Zarusa
"This was no slight to you, Khielik. Our caravan was blocked, and we needed to pass through the jungle."
DM (Ephesos)
The other guards are still stirring, though Phal and Khial have both woken and are between the warriors and the pilgrims.
Yount is furiously trying to load his crossbow.
Khielik stares straight at Zarusa, and there is another awkward pause as Zarusa returns the look.
Khielik
"Very well. I see your intent clearly enough. What of the rest of you?"
Vitze
"I was only following orders."
DM (Ephesos)
Phal and Khial call out that they are here to defend the pilgrims.
Telaverin
I keep silent.
DM (Ephesos)
Yount stammers out the same, and Terant and Mithas gruffly state the same.
Khielik looks at Telaverin.
Khielik
"What of you?"
Telaverin
"I was doing my job. Have a problem with that?"
Vitze
I slowly inch away from Telaverin.
DM (Ephesos)
Khielik scowls at Telaverin.
Khielik
"You would be wise to treat your elders and betters with more tact, young one."
Telaverin
I scowl back.
DM (Ephesos)
He looks to Boregloaf.
Khielik
"Goblin, what of you?"
Boregloaf
"I am here to escort the pilgrims!"
DM (Ephesos)
He nods, and points at Nixak.
Nixak
"I am here at the request of Zarusa to watch over those seeking the Oracle."
Khielik
"Yes, yes, you are all quite clear about your purpose in the jungle. But you ignore your crime!"
"There is an imbalance, and something must be done to correct it."
DM (Ephesos)
It is roughly now that you see a small cloud of smoke forming over by where you had been sleeping.
Telaverin
"Oh hell," I run over towards the smoke to see what is producing it.
Nixak
I use mind read on beetle man.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Boregloaf
I follow Telaverin.
DM (Ephesos)
One of the warriors breaks from the edge of the circle, meeting Telaverin and Boregloaf by the source of the smoke.
All you find is the tent where Zkaashj and Kundak had been sleeping.
Khielik
"It seems that your companions are less certain about this than you. What are you hiding from us?"
DM (Ephesos)
The warrior, upon examining the empty tent, steps back to the edge of the circle.
Vitze
"Hiding? I am not hiding anything. I'm a guard, like all the others."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa is doing her best to keep an eye on all of the warriors, and takes this opportunity to shout at Khielik.
Zarusa
"It's clear that you've already decided how to resolve the imbalance, Khielik. You have already passed judgment, haven't you?"
Nixak
I will take Zarusa's shouting at Khielik as a chance to use compulsion on him.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
...yes, Compulsion how? Gotta be a bit more specific than that when you're trying to change an NPC's mind.
Nixak
"Take some supplies and leave as you have planned."
Boregloaf
I look for any signs of what happened to Kundak and Zkaashj. (Perception)
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
Khielik looks back at Zarusa, glaring angrily.
Khielik
"Well if your underling would stop trying to pry his way into my mind, perhaps I would be more receptive to you!"
"Nothing else to say?"
Nixak
"You were never receptive to us, no one needed to read your mind to see what is writen on your face."
Vitze
Whisper to Nixak: "Shut up, you idiot."
"Sir, we are sorry for what we've done to your forest, and we accept your judgement. I hope that we can put this horrible accident behind us."
DM (Ephesos)
Roll Diplomacy of Bluff if you're going to try and be sincere about it. It counts here.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 15 (Diplomacy)
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Bluff)
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf tries to sneak out of the clearing, but is spotted by one of the warriors.
Khielik scowls at you, but then a mischievous grin appears on his face.
Khielik
"Of course we can put it behind us. And I have just the solution."
DM (Ephesos)
He motions to your wagons.
Khielik
"Which of these wagons holds your food?"
"Come now, or we will destroy all three."
Nixak
"And what would you gain from that?"
Vitze
"If you destroy our food, we will have to hunt and forage. These are your lands."
Telaverin
I give him the Mote equivilant of the finger.
Boregloaf
"Quiet, Telaverin!"
DM (Ephesos)
Khielik waves a hand idly, and a swarm of locusts appears out of thin air. It hovers menacingly above his head.
Vitze
"Why don't you take a little, instead of destroying it all?"
Khielik
"Because you will learn nothing."
Vitze
How many warriors are there?
Khielik
"Were you forced to live off of the land, perhaps you would value it more."
Nixak
I cast mind barrier on all the PC's and Zarusa, spending 4 stamina to do so.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
DM (Ephesos)
You think you can see a dozen warriors.
Nixak, distracted by the horrible buzzing noise in his head, mis-casts his spell, wasting the 4 stamina.
Nixak
(I give up, anyone needs me I'll be in a corner crying)
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa finally speaks up, pointing at the wagon with your food in it.
Zarusa
"Fine, Khielik. We accept your judgment, seeing as we have no other choice."
DM (Ephesos)
Khielik smiles.
Khielik
"Of course you have another choice. You could fight, and you would die."
DM (Ephesos)
He gestures at the wagon, and the cloud of locusts descends upon the wagon. The cover is instantly obliterated, as are the contents. The horse begins to panic, and has to be restrained by two warriors.
The cloud disperses, and the locusts seem to vanish into thin air.
Khielik is still smiling when the insects vanish.
Khielik
"Understand this. If you disturb our home again, we will meet again. And we might not be as forgiving next time."
DM (Ephesos)
He looks to Zarusa once more.
Khielik
"And you, I should hope that you remember your heritage, Ember."
DM (Ephesos)
He makes a sweeping gesture with his arm, and the bright light in the clearing abruptly cuts out, returning you to the pitch-black night.
Boregloaf
"Well, that could have gone a lot worse."
Vitze
"Could've gone a lot better."
I survey the camp site to see if there's any traces of food remaining.
Boregloaf
I try to get the fire going again enough to make a torch.
DM (Ephesos)
By the time you reach the fire, Zarusa has already turned it into a bright beacon again.
The firelight illuminates some of the clearing, and there is no sign of Khielik or his warriors.
Zarusa walks over to you, and punches Telaverin in the face. The elf falls to the ground, sustaining 1 damage.
The pilgrims appear terrified, and the guards are busy trying to reassure them.
Nixak
I slip away from the body of the group to outside edge that the light casts off.
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf takes a torch to go look for Kundak, and nearly collides with him coming back into the clearing.
Boregloaf
"Where have you been?!"
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa scowls at you.
Zarusa
"Well that was an excellent negotiation, team."
Telaverin
"Blaming each other won't solve anything."
Boregloaf
"Blaming Telaverin might." (muttered)
Zarusa
"I figured at least one of you would have come up with something good. You're supposed to be the creative ones."
"And come on, you flipped him off!"
Vitze
"Wait, us? You hired us as bodyguards, not a thinktank."
Kundak
"Indeed."
Boregloaf
I jab Kundak in the ribs. "Bodyguards don't run away!"
Vitze
"I did my best. He was unreasonable."
Zarusa
"Bodyguards, yes, but you are more than guards. If all I needed was martial experts, I've got that covered."
DM (Ephesos)
She gestures at the other guards, who have now calmed down the pilgrims. Mostly.
Vitze
"Considering that we burned down much of his home, he was surprisingly moderate. I don't see how we could have talked him into doing less."
DM (Ephesos)
She grimaces.
Vitze
I remember that I still have my ears on, and take them off.
Zarusa
"Khielik's tribe doesn't even live in the swath of jungle we inadvertently burned. But it does disrupt their food supply."
DM (Ephesos)
She sighs, and goes over to check with the guards.
Nixak
"Have you ever lived off the land Zarusa, have you ever really been human? have you felt the end less hate that others have for our race? You destroyed human lands and then act as if you are better then a human. I am glad that they destroyed the food, maybe others will learn what suffering really means, what it's like to not be given everything all your life."
DM (Ephesos)
Nobody, but she's unconscious due to being punched in the face.
Boregloaf
"Humans." (muttered)
DM (Ephesos)
Sparks literally fly from Zarusa's head, as she turns to glare at Nixak.
Zarusa
"I have endured more than you ever will, you young fool. To suggest I have never felt the sting of being human is sheer foolishness. Now I suggest you drop the issue."
Boregloaf
How long until morning?
Vitze
"Are there any other tribes in this area?"
Zarusa
"Khielik's is the largest tribe in our path, though there is another farther north."
DM (Ephesos)
It's still a couple hours until morning.
Vitze
"Maybe we should seek them out. They could have food for us, and could tell us whether we are on the right path."
"I don't know about the rest of you, but I don't know anything about hunting."
Kundak
"If we need food, then I can easily rain down some swordfish to eat."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa sets about re-establishing the fence.
Boregloaf
I volunteer to stand guard until morning.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Nixak
"Anyone know how big a boom squirrel is? Just take a guess."
Kundak
(I can conjure food guys, should I?)
Boregloaf
(Not while it's still dark.)
Vitze
(Maybe wait till we're hungry again.)
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin groggily wakes up, sporting a big black eye.
Telaverin
"ouch"
Kundak
I take some ointment from my first aid kit and apply it to Telaverin's bruising.
"That should make it heal faster."
DM (Ephesos)
The damage (1HP) will probably heal by morning, but the black eye will likely stick around.
Telaverin
"thank you. That was...unexpected."
Nixak
I move father away from the group and into the edge of the clearing.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Perception)
Vitze
"But not undeserved."
"I think we need to talk about how our group handles negotiation in the future."
DM (Ephesos)
With a rushing sound like a sudden fire, the perimeter fence flares to life again.
Vitze
"It's pretty clear that we each have different styles, which might work well if coordinated, but they seem to clash when they aren't."
DM (Ephesos)
Phal and Khial approach the group, and Phal laughs at Vitze's comment.
Phal
"That's a bit of an understatement. Try not to get us killed next time, if you will."
Vitze
"I did the best I could, but somebody tried to pick a fight."
Nixak
"So, did anyone see that? The fence that is? We are still not alone."
Boregloaf
"Perhaps the discussion should wait until morning, when we aren't so tired and shook up?"
Vitze
". . . that's Zarusa's fence."
Boregloaf
"And possibly less dumb."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa checks her work, and retires. The other guards do the same. The pilgrims have already collapsed in either fear, exhaustion, or both.
Vitze
"Good idea, Boregloaf. I'll keep watch with you while the others rest."
DM (Ephesos)
If you're keeping watch, I need rolls.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 18 (Perception)
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Perception)
Boregloaf
(Woo, we're competent this time around.)
DM (Ephesos)
Okay, so unless anyone has anything else they'd like to try and do, the rest of the night will pass.
The night passes uneventfully, and morning arrives.
Vitze
"Good morning, everyone."
Kundak
*yawns*
DM (Ephesos)
The guards and pilgrims awaken, and start getting the wagons in order.
Nixak
I get up from the place I had slept and check my surroundings.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa is already awake, and has taken down the fence.
The clearing is empty aside from your group.
Nobody's really paying any attention to you right now.
Kundak
I cast swordfish rain on an unoccupied area of ground.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Nixak
I check the area for large foot print, I go away from the camp to do so.
Telaverin
I look around for food.
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin, what skill was that?
Telaverin
Uh, it was going to be perception, bit I think Nature is a better choice. I forgot what happened to the food...
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Perception)
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Nature)
Boregloaf
I duck for cover when I see what Kundak is up to.
DM (Ephesos)
One lone swordfish plummets from the sky... onto the cart that formerly carried the food.
Kundak
I scratch my head confusedley, "Clearly I'm disoriented."
DM (Ephesos)
Luckily, the cart is undamaged.
Vitze
"Well, it's a fairly big fish."
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin manages to scrounge up some tough fruit, enough for a meager breakfast for your group. Of course, that leaves the other guards, Zarusa, and the pilgrims without anything.
Kundak
(They have the swordfish)
(Zarusa needs to be appeased)
DM (Ephesos)
(Oh, and Telaverin recovers to full HP, and Nixak recovers to 7/10 stamina.)
Phal and Khial lug the swordfish off the cart and start cooking it.
Vitze
I share mine with Mithas.
Nixak
I sit at the base of a tree looking off into the jungle eating left over nuts from my supper last night.
DM (Ephesos)
The rest of the camp goes about packing up their gear and eating some fish, pointedly ignoring you.
Boregloaf
"Are we sure this fruit isn't poisonous? It tastes terrible."
Telaverin
"Well, you can always go hungry."
DM (Ephesos)
When the swordfish is finished, Zarusa calls for the group to form up and move out.
Zarusa, nonplussed by your inaction, calls for the group to move out without you.
Boregloaf
I check my gear. "Ready!"
Vitze
Oh, right. I go with the group.
Kundak
I reluctantly follow along.
Nixak
I move back to the same position that I was in the day before beside the wagons.
Telaverin
I go with the group begrudgingly.
DM (Ephesos)
Quickly, the group is moving through the jungle again, and thankfully, today there are no logs across the path.
After a few hours of travel, the jungle floor starts to slope downward.
The ground gets softer, and in the distance you think you can hear running water.
Vitze
To Phal and Khial, as we travel: "Do you guys know if we're on the right path yet?"
DM (Ephesos)
Phal shrugs, and Khial shakes his head.
Khial
"Hard to say."
DM (Ephesos)
Khial turns his attention back to guiding the lead cart's horse.
Khial
"It's all just kind of jungle right now. No landmarks. Unless any of you lot have an idea."
DM (Ephesos)
Phal chuckles, and she smiles at you.
Phal
"I know, maybe if we just make insulting gestures at the jungle, it'll help us out."
Nixak
I smile at that comment.
Telaverin
"Hey, that negotiation was going pretty badly to begin with. I didn't make anything worse."
Vitze
"That. Was. Telaverin. Can you not tell Elves apart?"
Phal
"Yes, you were doing a great job of lying through your teeth. Honestly, we were all taken in."
Telaverin
"Don't get high and mighty with me, Zarusa. You deep-sixed it just as much as we did."
DM (Ephesos)
(That's not Zarusa talking.)
Telaverin
(Oh. Whoops)
Nixak
I stop listening to the conversation and turn my attention back to the jungle around us.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa calls up from the back of the group.
Zarusa
"I heard that!"
Telaverin
"Good for you!" Starts muttering.
Vitze
"Lie? When have I ever lied?"
Boregloaf
I shake my head and keep marching.
DM (Ephesos)
Yount calls up from the middle wagon.
Yount
"Those ridiculous ears!"
Vitze
To Yount: "They look just like yours!"
Yount
"Yeah, right."
DM (Ephesos)
Bickering aside, the caravan slows as it approaches a river crossing.
Kundak
"Seriously? What are we accomplishing by bickering?"
Vitze
Is there a bridge or anything?
Telaverin
"Caulk the wagons and float across?"
Boregloaf
(Win)
DM (Ephesos)
There is no bridge, but the part of the river that crosses the path looks a bit shallower.
Probably too deep to ford, still.
Vitze
That just leaves hiring a native guide.
Telaverin
"Guys, are we using that third wagon for anything?"
DM (Ephesos)
Phal and Khial start arguing about whether or not you've wandered too far north.
Boregloaf
"You think you can make a bridge out of it?"
Telaverin
"I was thinking raft, actually, but bridge is a better idea."
Nixak
I toss a handful of grass into the water and watch it move down stream to judge the swiftness of the river.
Vitze
"Wouldn't we need access to the other side to build a proper bridge?"
DM (Ephesos)
The grass swiftly vanishes downstream.
Vitze
Bluff check on Phal and Khial for sincerity.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Telaverin
"We're not building a permanent one. Just a temporary crossing."
Would building a bridge be possible using the third wagon?
Boregloaf
Whee! We have an entire one point of Artifice currently in the party.
DM (Ephesos)
Both Khial and Phial are arguing sincerely. They seem sincerely confused.
Vitze
If only we could Streetwise our way across!
Telaverin
(Or bluff our way across)
("Hey, river? We're already on the other side, dude.)
Boregloaf
I wonder if I can intimidate the river.
Telaverin
I measure the width of the river. Do we have enough wagon to build a bridge across?
Vitze
Is the riverbank clear enough for us to follow it south?
DM (Ephesos)
The riverbank is probably clear enough to wander along it for a while, though.
Zarusa taps her foot impatiently, then goes to talk to Terant about something.
The river is about thirty feet across at this point, and looking up and down-stream it seems to get wider.
Nixak
I use Mnemic on both Khial and Phial.
( Do I need to roll each seperetly?)
DM (Ephesos)
(What exactly are you trying to do here?)
Nixak
(Help them both become unconfused.)
DM (Ephesos)
(How?)
Nixak
(By helping them remember the truth of what they are confused about?)
DM (Ephesos)
(That makes absolutely no sense, so you'd need a 20.)
Nixak
(I could roll you a 5 or lower this session if you want. :P)
Vitze
"If the river is at its narrowest here, it must also be at its deepest. We can ford it up or downstream."
DM (Ephesos)
Mithas, who was examining the edge of the river, sighs.
Telaverin
"I'm still partial to building a raft and floating across, personally."
Vitze
"What is it, Mithas?"
Mithas
"That's not necessarily true. But I guess it could help to look downstream."
Telaverin
I look for some rope in the wagons.
Nixak
"What about upstream?"
Kundak
"Do we still have any hatchets or were those destroyed?"
Mithas
"Upstream and there's a good chance we'll wander too far north."
DM (Ephesos)
Phal calls out to Mithas.
Phal
"We're not too far north, stop worrying!"
DM (Ephesos)
Phal then resumes arguing with Khial.
Your one good axe is burned, and a little brittle.
Vitze
"I say we should go downstream and look for a better crossing point."
Telaverin
"I'll get to work on a raft here in case that doesn't pan out."
I tie one end of the rope to a sturdy point here.
DM (Ephesos)
With what materials? Also, I would need an artifice roll.
(And yes, you do find rope, for the record.)
Telaverin
(The third wagon)
DM (Ephesos)
So you are dismantling the third wagon?
Telaverin
Not just yet.
I test the water. Could I swim across?
DM (Ephesos)
You could more than likely swim across, but the current would carry you downstream a bit.
Telaverin
I can do downstream a bit. And at any rate, I'm holding on to the rope attached at the near bank.
I swim to the other side.
Roll?
Boregloaf
Wouldn't it make sense to tie yourself to the rope before you swim across?
Er, the rope around you?
Telaverin
...I tie myself into the rope and THEN swim across.
DM (Ephesos)
Yeah, go ahead and roll for it.
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Telaverin
(Okay, I go downstream quite a bit)
DM (Ephesos)
You get swept downstream rather more than you had hoped, but you make it across.
Vitze
"Okay, now what?"
DM (Ephesos)
Mithas goes and gets a spear from the first wagon, and starts trying to catch fish in the shallows.
Telaverin
"Now I come back across." I tie the rope down to a sturdy point (a tree or something) on the far bank, then use the rope to make my way back across.
Nixak
"Didn't you want to go look down stream Vitze?"
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Vitze
"We've already got this rope here. There's no reason to split up."
Kundak
(Telaverin is a bad swimmer)
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin gets stuck halfway across, clinging onto the tense rope.
Telaverin
"God" *blurb* "it!"
"There's something in the water!"
Vitze
"Cut the rope and we'll pull you in!"
Boregloaf
"Like what?"
Telaverin
"I don't know!"
Can I spend a stamina to make it safely to back to the party?
DM (Ephesos)
Yes.
Telaverin
I do that, then.
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin flounders back to shore.
Kundak
"Are you hurt?"
DM (Ephesos)
By now, Mithas has caught a few small fish.
Telaverin
"You mean other than my eye?" Glare at Zarusa for a moment. "No."
I catch my breath, then start transforming the wagon into a raft.
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Kundak
(Yay!)
Telaverin
(Well it's about time.)
Nixak
(master boat crafter)
Vitze
"Are you insane? I'm not rafting across with that thing in there?"
Telaverin
"Would you prefer swimming, Vitze?"
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa shrugs as Telaverin sets about fixing up the damaged cart.
Vitze
"We need to do something about it, then cross."
Kundak
"Now that was a burn."
Vitze
"Or pick a different spot and hope it doesn't follow."
DM (Ephesos)
Despite good luck in what parts of the cart were damaged, it still takes several hours to fully convert it.
You are left with spare wheels and axles.
Nixak
I go and look back up the path that we came from, checking that nothing is coming in behind while we are unaware.
DM (Ephesos)
By now, the pilgrims have retired en masse to nap, and the guards are lazily flicking stones across the river.
Kundak
"The wheels and axles could come in handy later. Let's keep them."
Telaverin
"Agreed."
DM (Ephesos)
You chuck the extra parts into another wagon.
Boregloaf
"All right. How do we get everyone across on this thing?"
DM (Ephesos)
Of course, the raft itself is just barely bigger than any one of the wagons, so it remains to be seen how that will work.
Nixak
"Attach it to the rope and ferry everyone across."
Telaverin
"It's simple. We first send across the people in small groups. They move on the rope, then one of them brings the raft back across. Repeat until almost everyone's on the far shore."
(What Nixak said)
"Then we load the supplies on the raft and send them over."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa gestures to the horses and wagons.
Zarusa
"And the wagons themselves?"
Telaverin
"That'll be the fun part."
Vitze
"When the wagons are empty, we can float them across."
Telaverin
"Exactly."
"We got any caulk for the wagons?"
DM (Ephesos)
There is no caulk in the supplies.
Kundak
"I have some soap, don't think that will help though..."
Boregloaf
"Who is a good swimmer? We need a first group to test this raft out."
Vitze
"Could we use tree sap for caulk?"
Telaverin
"I'd offer myself, if only because I feel I should practice what I preach."
"Though, naturally, I'd be coming back across to aid in the efforts."
DM (Ephesos)
Roll Nature if you're pursuing the tree sap idea.
Vitze
Sure.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Boregloaf
"All right, fine. I'll come with you."
DM (Ephesos)
At the moment, nobody aside from Zarusa is seriously listening to your discussion.
Nixak
I began to wander downstream a little bit peering into the water.
Boregloaf
I help Telaverin launch the raft.
Kundak
I aid Boregloaf and Telaverin.
Telaverin
I make a trial run with the raft.
DM (Ephesos)
Okay, so the raft is anchored to the rope, and you're taking it across empty right now?
Telaverin
No, I'm making my way across to try it out.
Vitze
To Zarusa: "There's a tree a little ways back whose sap could be used for caulk. Will you send one of your guards to extract it with me?"
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa shrugs.
Zarusa
"Sure, why not. Phal, stop arguing with Khial and help Vitze with this."
DM (Ephesos)
Phal reluctantly joins you.
The raft makes it across, carrying Telaverin with no trouble.
Boregloaf
...and back safely too, I hope.
Vitze
I set off with Phal to gather sap.
DM (Ephesos)
You do so, and return in a little while.
Oh, nobody said the raft was coming back yet.
Telaverin
"Excellent!" I bring it back to the party's bank. "Alright, let's get the pilgrims across first! Pilgrims! To the raft!"
DM (Ephesos)
There are 8 pilgrims. How many would you like to load?
Telaverin
No sense in being stupid. I'll take half, and preferably get a guard to go across with us as well.
DM (Ephesos)
Mithas volunteers, and helps load four of the pilgrims onto the raft.
Telaverin
I take it across again, unload it on the other side, and then bring it back. (Assuming everything goes without a hitch)
DM (Ephesos)
The raft makes it across the river and back without incident.
Telaverin
Alright, I get the rest of the pilgrims and another guard across.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa taps her foot impatiently.
Zarusa
"Yount, go. We're burning daylight here."
DM (Ephesos)
Yount loads the rest of the pilgrims onto the raft, and it starts across again.
Telaverin
(Oh god...)
DM (Ephesos)
Halfway across the river, the raft slows to a halt. Yount calls back, confused.
Yount
"I think we ran aground on something?"
Telaverin
I swear under my breath. "GET THAT CROSSBOW LOADED!" I wade into the shallow part of the river, trying to look under the raft.
DM (Ephesos)
Do you mean swimming then, Telaverin?
Phal and Vitze return with some fresh tree sap.
Telaverin
No, I mean as far out as I can go without swimming.
Vitze
I cast Blur on the raft
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Ephesos)
The raft suddenly gets blurry, and a few of the pilgrims start to stumble.
Kundak
I cast Marble Avalanche beneath the avalanche so it can roll out of its rut.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Boregloaf
I pull my armor off, grab another rope and tie one end around me and another around the tree.
"What the heck are you guys doing? Blur? Are you insane?"
I swim over to the raft.
DM (Ephesos)
A cascade of marbles thunders down on top of the raft, knocking two of the pilgrims off.
Vitze
"No, Kundak is insane!" I leap into the water after a pilgrim.
Swimming, if necessary.
Kundak
(Er, I meant to cast it beneath the raft, bad typo on my part)
DM (Ephesos)
If you're trying to rescue a pilgrim, roll.
Boregloaf
Strike that. I swim for the other pilgrim.
Telaverin
I leap into the water and swim for the raft, trying to get it free.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Vitze
Yeehaw!
Boregloaf
(I'm glad I have that rope...)
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze, in a surprising display of marine acrobatics, manages to rescue both pilgrims AND Boregloaf, who was struggling a bit with the current.
Boregloaf
(Are we on the original shore or the raft now?)
DM (Ephesos)
Original shore, my bad for not specifying.
Boregloaf
"Telaverin! Yount! What's up with the raft?!"
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin dives under the surface of the water, and Yount just shrugs.
Vitze
If the raft moving at all, or is it stuck?
DM (Ephesos)
The remaining pilgrims on the boat look like they're close to violating their vow of silence.
The raft is stuck.
The raft bucks up a bit, but doesn't move.
Boregloaf
I swim out to the raft again.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Vitze
Can I cancel Blur, or does it persist whether I want it to or not?
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf makes it out to the raft.
You can cancel it, yes.
Vitze
I do so.
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin comes back to the surface as the raft un-blurs.
Telaverin
"There's some sort of odd material down there... I can get it moving slightly, but I need help."
DM (Ephesos)
Then, a dripping wet appendage of some kind reaches above the surface of the river, slapping down onto the raft with a wet thud.
Vitze
"Damn it!"
DM (Ephesos)
It's bright yellow, rough, and it looks porous.
Vitze
Like an octopus?
DM (Ephesos)
Not really.
Too blobby for an octopus.
Telaverin
Like a giant, animated sponge?
DM (Ephesos)
Yeah, that's more like it.
Boregloaf
I hack at it with my sword.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Ephesos)
The sword easily severs the appendage, which sits lifeless on the raft.
Boregloaf
I dive underwater to look for the rest of the creature.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Boregloaf
(Oh, come on.)
DM (Ephesos)
The raft bucks up again, nearly displacing the pilgrims and Yount. Yount takes this opportunity to shout back to shore.
Yount
"Just tell me what to shoot at, and I'll do it!"
DM (Ephesos)
Mithas and the four pilgrims on the other side wait anxiously.
Telaverin
(I cast "Summon Better Dice")
DM (Ephesos)
The raft bucks upward again, but this appears to dislodge it from whatever was holding it, practically tossing it to the far bank.
Yount and the two pilgrims tumble onto the bank.
Vitze
"What was that thing?"
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf and Telaverin surface where the raft used to be.
Telaverin
*gags slightly* "Well, at least the raft's across."
Vitze
"Guys, what's going on?"
Kundak
"Nature is obviously trying to kill us."
Boregloaf
"I'm not thinking it will bother us again."
Telaverin
"There's something down there. Some sort of... I don't know. But it grabbed ahold of the raft."
Boregloaf
"And if it does, I know how to stab it."
DM (Ephesos)
A few bubbles rise up to the surface nearby Boregloaf and Telaverin.
Vitze
"Even so, you should get out of the water."
Telaverin
"Not good enough. See you in a bit, Boregloaf."
I dive back under.
Vitze
I cast Blur on Telaverin as he vanishes
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Kundak
I attempt to swim to the other side where the pilgrims are.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin blurrily dives, as Kundak practically skips across the water to the other shore.
Boregloaf
I dive again.
Vitze
I Blur Boregloaf, too
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf also dives, slightly less blurrily.
Vitze
Is there any blood in the water?
DM (Ephesos)
None visible right now.
Nixak shows up, having wandered down along the downstream bank.
Boregloaf returns to the surface.
Vitze
"Do you guys need help?"
Nixak
I take a glance at the people on the other side of the bank and then continue along the river bank upstream.
DM (Ephesos)
A big burst of bubbles appears next to Boregloaf.
Kundak
"Uh-oh..."
Boregloaf
"If I knew what Telaverin was up to..."
I dive down again.
Vitze
"Guards, follow me!" I dive into the water and swim toward the fight.
DM (Ephesos)
Phal calls back, too late.
Phal
"We're wearing metal armor!"
"Besides, what's going on down there?"
Kundak
I watch nervously, deciding whether or not I should dive in as well.
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin surfaces abruptly, gasping for air. Then the current starts taking her downstream.
Unfortunately, Vitze is also being taken downstream, having forgotten to anchor herself somehow.
Kundak
I jump in and swim after the two, attempting to rescue them.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Kundak
(Nooooooo!)
Vitze
(Deja vu)
Telaverin
I swim for the bank the raft's on. "We need *gasp* to get people across *gasp* while the monster *gasp* is weak."
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Vitze
Good lord, two critical swimming successes in one day.
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak leaps into the water, and is immediately swept downstream past Vitze, who is effortlessly swimming to the bank.
Telaverin barely makes it to the shore.
Vitze
The bank we started from, right?
Kundak
I attempt to swim towards the shore containing the pilgrims.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Kundak
(....)
(A fumble and a critical? What the heck?)
Telaverin
(These dice are full of criticals. of both kinds)
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak suddenly reappears, thundering up the river back to where the raft and pilgrims sit.
(Vitze reappears on the starting bank, yes.)
Kundak
(Epic win)
DM (Ephesos)
(These dice...)
Vitze
"Kundak, we need to get people across! Bring the raft back!"
Telaverin
I get the raft and bring it back across to the starting bank. "We need to get people across, now!"
Nixak
(My dice hate me)
Telaverin
I try to load the remaining pilgrims and guards and take them across.
Vitze
All at once? That's 8 people.
Plus the party.
Telaverin
I'm not taking the party.
Vitze
Well, okay, but that's still 9 if you take yourself.
If we're making two trips, you should take the same number each time.
Telaverin
I'd rather not wait for the monster to work up the nerve to attack again, especially with live people onboard.
DM (Ephesos)
The raft dips a little deeper in the current as you load the last 2 pilgrims, Phal, Khial, and Terant onto the raft.
Telaverin
I can swim alongside if necessary.
Vitze
Oh, I forgot two guards crossed already, Sorry.
Boregloaf
Screw it, I made it to the surface and swam back to the original shore while the DM wasn't paying attention.
DM (Ephesos)
Er... yes, Boregloaf makes it back to the original shore, pulling herself in on the rope.
So that's the next raft load?
Telaverin
Yes.
Vitze
(At least we don't have a fox and a chicken.)
DM (Ephesos)
(I was going to make that joke, but thought better of it.)
The raft quickly crosses the river, depositing the pilgrims and guards.
It also comes back without any trouble, though Telaverin is getting tired from the effort (and loses 1 more stamina).
Boregloaf
"Vitze, didn't you have a plan for caulking the wagons? Can we do that now, before we waste any more time?"
Telaverin
I take the raft back. "Alright. Supplies are up next."
Vitze
"You're right! I forgot!"
I set about caulking the wagons.
Boregloaf
I help Vitze.
Vitze
"Nixak, help Telaverin load the goods."
DM (Ephesos)
As Telaverin is coming back across, Nixak happens to float past on the river, colliding with the raft.
Telaverin
I grab Nixak out of the river and pull him onto the raft.
DM (Ephesos)
Nixak loses 2 stamina from almost drowning and 2 hp from various head wounds.
Telaverin manages to retrieve Nixak without any trouble.
Vitze
Without looking up from caulking: "He was gone?"
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze, Artifice roll on caulking the wagons.
(+2 from Boregloaf assisting.)
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Telaverin
I load as many supplies as possible, from the most important to least, without risking losing supplies or destablizing the raft.
Kundak
(What side of the river is Nixak on? Or is he on the raft still?)
Nixak
(Am I unconscious?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Nixak is unconscious, on the starting side.)
The carts don't look too secure, but it's better than nothing.
Telaverin loads up the raft, and takes it across without trouble.
He brings it back without any trouble as well.
Zarusa gestures to the horses.
Zarusa
"Well, what about them?"
Vitze
"Horses can swim, can't they?"
Telaverin
"We'll raft them across as well."
Vitze
"Horses get skittish on moving surfaces. They'd be better off swimming."
Zarusa
"Yes, they can swim, but it's not their preferred method. And the current's strong here."
Telaverin
"Is someone here good with horses?"
Zarusa
"And besides, what was that thing down there?"
Vitze
"Fine, fine. We'll use the raft."
Telaverin
"Damned if I know, Zarusa."
"Nixak?"
Vitze
I take one horse's reins, and lead it onto the raft.
DM (Ephesos)
Nixak slowly returns to consciousness.
The horse seems uneasy about the raft, but it gets on.
Vitze
"Bring the others! Quick!"
Telaverin
I stop for a moment to catch my breath.
Nixak
I mumble a few curses under my breath as I lightly touch the side of my head where it is hurt.
Zarusa
"So there's some unknown beast under the surface that almost drowned Telaverin?"
Telaverin
"Well, to be fair, I almost drowned Telaverin. But yes."
Vitze
"We need to hurry up. Someone bring another horse."
Telaverin
I load as many horses as safely possible (where safe is a relative term).
DM (Ephesos)
Two horses is pushing it. Three would likely sink the raft.
Telaverin
Two horses it is.
Vitze
I take the reins of both.
DM (Ephesos)
The horses are nervous going across, but it works out okay.
Telaverin
Alright, so that leaves four more horses.
Vitze
I stay on the far side as the raft goes back.
Telaverin
I repeat the process.
Boregloaf
Do we have all the supplies across?
DM (Ephesos)
...there are only 3 horses.
Vitze
Heh, I was confused.
Telaverin
Oh, I assumed two horses a cart.
DM (Ephesos)
There is still a small pile of supplies, a horse, and yourselves. And Zarusa.
Boregloaf
Supplies and the other horse next.
Vitze
(Who votes we leave Zarusa behind?)
Telaverin
(Me!)
DM (Ephesos)
The raft crosses again without any trouble.
Boregloaf
(Who in our party is on the far bank already?)
Vitze
I am.
Kundak
(So am I)
Telaverin
(I am, but I'm headed back for the wagons)
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin returns with the raft.
Telaverin
"Alright, Zarusa. Time to get wet."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa scowls at Telaverin, dives into the river, and emerges on the other side.
Telaverin
"Yeah... I meant help me push the wagons across..."
Boregloaf
"I'll do it."
Zarusa
"You should've been more specific!"
Telaverin
I work with Boregloaf to get the wagons across. One at a time if necessary.
DM (Ephesos)
The first wagon makes it across without trouble, guiding it along the rope.
There is one wagon left, as well as yourselves.
Telaverin
I swim back (if necessary) and start taking the other wagon across.
DM (Ephesos)
You swim back without trouble.
Nixak
I hope in wagon and go across in it.
Telaverin
I kick Nixak out of the wagon. "Either help or swim."
Boregloaf
(I'm assuming I'm on the far side now?)
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, Boregloaf is on the far side.
Nixak
I start flailing in the water trying to keep my head up.
(I can't swim)
DM (Ephesos)
You can grab the rope, you know.
Nixak
I grab the rope.
Vitze
(If you can't swim, how did you end up in the water before?)
DM (Ephesos)
As the final wagon makes its way across the river, another yellow spongy arm rises up out of the water.
Telaverin
"Curse you, spongy demon of the deep!"
DM (Ephesos)
This time, instead of attacking the cart, it grabs the rope, trying to pull it down into the water. The wagon currently crossing dips lower.
Boregloaf
...There's no rope on this side, is there?
Vitze
I grab a stone and throw it at the arm.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Ephesos)
(Could someone remind me what the rope is anchored to?)
Telaverin
Trees.
Vitze
(Uh, trees, I think)]
Boregloaf
Two trees, I think.
Telaverin
On each side.
Boregloaf
Wait, the supplies are across.
DM (Ephesos)
The rock bounces off the arm with a squishy thud. Then the arm pulls the rope below the surface.
Telaverin
I dive.
DM (Ephesos)
You hear a cracking noise from the far side of the bank.
Nixak
I grab onto the arm and then use mind duel on it.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Vitze
... damn it, we should have untied the rope on the side we started from.
Boregloaf
I swim out to the sponge.
DM (Ephesos)
The sponge is now below the surface.
Also, nobody's guiding the cart now.
Vitze
I pull myself along the rope to the cart.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Boregloaf
I grab the cart and try to pull it to the far bank.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Vitze
(Sweet fancy moses, do I kick ass at swimming)
Nixak
I let go of the arm and try to flail myself across the river to the bank the others are on.
Kundak
(Where is Nixak by the way?)
Telaverin
(Flailing in the water)
Kundak
(...)
Nixak
(trying to swim)
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze propels herself out to the cart, just as Nixak flails his way over to the bank.
There's a loud snapping sound as the rope on the far bank snaps, setting the cart adrift down the river.
Vitze
I get on the cart and start pulling on the rope.
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze is now in the cart, drifting downstream. Telaverin is underwater, and the rest of the party is on the far bank.
Strength check!
Vitze
"Pull me in!"
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Boregloaf
You're underwater.
I'm pretty sure I'm in the water too.
But it was a bad roll, so I will happily pretend I was on the bank this entire time.
DM (Ephesos)
I thought Boregloaf was pulling the rope from the bank.
Vitze barely manages to hang onto the rope as the cart breaks loose from the rope.
The cart (thankfully empty), careens down the river before smashing into a rock.
Vitze
I hang onto the rope, and wait for the others to pull.
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze is able to pull herself back to shore. Of course, it's the wrong shore, but it beats drowning.
Telaverin flails back to the far shore.
Vitze
So everybody and everything is across except me, right?
Telaverin
(Far shore as in the start, or as in the goal?)
Boregloaf
The goal.
Vitze
The goal.
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, that is correct.
Vitze
I swim across.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Telaverin
Where's the raft?
Vitze
Oh, right. I guess it's on the goal side.
But there's no rope to take it back across.
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, the raft is on the far side.
Vitze
Oh, before I swim, I untie the rope and take it with me.
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze manages to make it across, granted a little downstream from the goal.
Nixak
"If you hurry downstream you might be able to recover some of the things in the slow water."
Boregloaf
"It was empty!"
DM (Ephesos)
The guards and pilgrims have watched all of this with mute amazement and confusion.
Zarusa just looks concerned.
Telaverin
I turn to Zarusa. "Permission to pass out?"
Zarusa
"Permission granted."
"Well done."
Telaverin
"Thank you." I collapse on the ground.
Kundak
I perform first aid on Nixak.
DM (Ephesos)
Nixak is healed for 2 health.
Vitze
"We still need to reload the goods. The pilgrims may need to walk."
Zarusa
"Of course, we're down to one functioning cart."
Telaverin
"I can try rebuilding the other cart from the raft if necessary."
DM (Ephesos)
Terant shrugs.
Terant
"I guess unless we can... yeah, do that. Then we're walking."
Telaverin
I get back to my feet and start reloading the supplies into the remaining cart.
Boregloaf
I help reload the cart as well.
Telaverin
Including the raft.
Boregloaf
(How?)
Telaverin
Just stick the raft on top of the cart.
DM (Ephesos)
Phal and Yount help reload the supplies.
Putting the raft on top of the cart will be unwieldy at best, and will break the cart at worst.
Vitze
I tether two of the horses to the cart.
Telaverin
...Crap.
Vitze
"We could dismantle the raft and carry the pieces."
"Or try to reassemble it into a cart"
DM (Ephesos)
Mithas grabs the reins of the third horse.
Telaverin
"If we're going to go through the effort of dismantling it, we might as well just turn it back into a cart."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa claps a hand to her forehead and sighs.
Boregloaf
"Or we could just leave it and have the pilgrims walk. We have two spare horses if they really need to rest."
Zarusa
"Oh for the love of..."
Vitze
"Is there a problem, Zarusa?"
Telaverin
"I suppose..." I look fondly upon the raft.
Zarusa
"Look, just decide. At the rate we're going, we'll be lucky to arrive before the Concordance ends."
Vitze
"Fine. Let's just leave it."
Kundak
I mutter beneath my breath, "Patience, tsk, tsk..."
Telaverin
"Alright..." I hesitantly move away from the raft.
Boregloaf
I march along the trail. "Hurry up!"
DM (Ephesos)
The caravan marches on, leaving the makeshift raft behind.
Telaverin
"Ah, well. If someone else comes along this trail, they might find use for it."
DM (Ephesos)
Roll Perception, everyone.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Kundak
(w00t!)
Boregloaf
"Zkaashj! Join the group! Now!"
Zkaashj
"Boregloaf?"
Telaverin
"Wha...? But how? What? I..."
I wobble slightly.
Boregloaf
"No, we're a horde of boom squirrels! Get with it!"
DM (Ephesos)
You hear a booming noise from up ahead.
Zkaashj
"Alright,alright I'm coming!"
I run to the party
Vitze
"We could have used you a few minutes ago. How did you get across the river?"
Zkaashj
"I don't know"
"I just wandering aimlessly in the jungle."
Vitze
"You don't know. How you crossed a river."
Yes, but you did see a river, right? And crossed it."
Kundak
"Someone is watching us."
Telaverin
"I wish I could teleport randomly..."
Vitze
"Shh!"
Nixak
"Boom squirrel it sounds like."
Vitze
Whisper to Kundak: "Where?"
Boregloaf
"Where, Kundak?"
Kundak
"He just disappeared."
Vitze
"Human?"
Zkaashj
I whisper "There is a narrow crossing somewhere"
Kundak
"Not sure, he was off to the left."
Boregloaf
"Like magic disappeared, or sneaking away disappeared?"
Kundak
"Not sure, he just crept away when we began talking."
Zkaashj
"What happened to the cart?"
Vitze
"The river happened."
Telaverin
"One's smashed in a river, the other's a raft on the river's bank."
We're down to one cart."
Zkaashj
"Where are we exactly?"
Telaverin
"Jungle."
DM (Ephesos)
Phal shrugs.
Phal
"I dunno, I think we're too far north."
DM (Ephesos)
Khial sighs.
Khial
"Not this again..."
Zkaashj
"What?"
Phal
"No, I'm agreeing with you now."
DM (Ephesos)
Khial sighs again, louder.
Khial
"Yes, and now I think we're on the right path. That was the river."
Kundak
"Hey, hey, look at this." I pull out my gyroscope, "This might end your argument. Only problem is that I don't know how to use it."
DM (Ephesos)
The two dragonborn stare at the gyroscope, totally confused by it.
Kundak
"Does anyone know how to use a gyroscope?"
Zkaashj
"Let me check it"
DM (Ephesos)
Nobody really knows how to use it.
Kundak
(Darn)
Vitze
"I wish we had a divination guy."
Kundak
(I have one point in Divination, but...)
Telaverin
"I wish we were in Sarden already."
Zarusa
"We're not going to Sarden!"
Boregloaf
"Shut up!"
Telaverin
"I thought you said we were?"
Kundak
"Womp womp."
Telaverin
"Maybe my brain's just watterlogged..."
Zarusa
"And for the record, we're running out of daylight. We should make camp soon."
Vitze
"I'm kind of hungry."
Kundak
"Care for swordfish?"
Telaverin
"Can't say no to camping."
DM (Ephesos)
You happen upon a convenient clearing and set up camp.
Unless anyone wants to do anything specific, the evening passes as normal.
Telaverin
I want to pass out and get sleep immediately.
Nixak
I find something for me to eat.
Then pass out also.
Kundak
I cast swordfish rain to get food.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Boregloaf
I take cover.
DM (Ephesos)
Barely enough fish fall to feed the group, and thankfully nobody is injured.
Telaverin
(I'm just waiting for that 1)
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa establishes the perimeter fence, and once more inquires about the watch order.
Telaverin
(Fish fall, everyone dies)
Boregloaf
I'll guard first.
Kundak
I'll guard second.
Vitze
"We should have two guards at a time."
"Maybe one of Zarusa's could share each watch."
"I'll take the third."
Zarusa
"That's not a bad idea."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa calls over Terant, Yount, and Mithas, who each agree to help with a watch.
Zarusa
"Seeing as you did such a wonderful job last night."
Zkaashj
(Can I still check the gyroscope?)
DM (Ephesos)
Er, sure, roll Artifice.
DICE
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Kundak
I let Zkaashj use the gyroscope.
DM (Ephesos)
Zkaashj gets the gyroscope spinning, but it's readily apparent that it doesn't do much else.
Zkaashj
I hand the gyroscope back
DM (Ephesos)
Yount agrees to first watch, then Terant and then Mithas.
And the group retires.
(No rolls, because you've got two pairs of eyes now. And I'd like to speed things up.)
Morning returns, and the group awakens. Once more, Zarusa has already taken down the fence, and is gathering the supplies back into the cart.
Boregloaf
More fish for breakfast?
Telaverin
"Whew. Hopefully this turns out to be a nice walk in the jungle today. What's for breakfast, I'm starving..."
Kundak
I cast swordfish rain on an open space.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Vitze
I forage for fruits and nuts and whatnot. Nature roll:
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Telaverin
(What's our stamina and such at?)
(Is it back to full?)
DM (Ephesos)
Everyone regains 4 stamina and 4hp.
Kundak summons up a fresh batch of swordfish, and Vitze forages up a decent harvest of fruit.
Before you know it, the caravan is ready to get moving again.
Nixak
I move back into my normal position to the rest of the group while walking.
Telaverin
I take my position.
Vitze
Can a single cart really be a caravan?
Boregloaf
It can be with all the pilgrims and guards all over the place.
Telaverin
(It's a really, really small caravan)
DM (Ephesos)
Before the morning is out, you reach the edge of the jungle.
Above you, the northern mountains of Selos tower.
Kundak
I let out a sigh of relief.
DM (Ephesos)
Between you and the mountain, there's a short stretch of open plain.
Vitze
Anything in it?
DM (Ephesos)
The path leads straight to the mountain, it appears.
The plain has a few trees scattered across it, but it is otherwise open as before.
Telaverin
I keep my eyes open for trouble. Something... doesn't... sit right.
Vitze
Welll, let's keep going forward.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa moves to the front of the group.
Zarusa
"Keep an eye out, the bandits of Sarden like to patrol this area."
Vitze
"I'll take a horse and scout ahead for ambushes."
Telaverin
I draw my weapon and keep moving.
Zkaashj
"Can you use your fire here?"
Boregloaf
"Is there any way we might be able to sneak by them?"
Vitze
If nobody objects, I do that.
DM (Ephesos)
Mithas reluctantly dismounts from the other horse and gives it over to Vitze.
Zarusa looks strangely at Zkaashj.
Zkaashj
"Without burning the whole plains of course"
Zarusa
"Are you honestly suggesting that I start another brushfire?"
Vitze
I can't make any kind of sarcastic comment, because I'm busy riding off ahead.
About 200 feet from the group. Do I need to do a perception check?
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, roll it.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Zkaashj
"On the other hand if you start the fire, it would kill the bandits hiding."
Kundak
"And disrupt the ecosystem..."
Telaverin
"And have an entire mob of angry humans after us."
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze breaks off from the trail and heads off to the left.
Vitze
I hold up my palm, indicating the others shouldn't follow.
Zkaashj
I search for something unsual
(If any)
DM (Ephesos)
...er. That's kinda vague.
Zkaashj
(Nevermind then)
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa taps her foot impatiently.
Zarusa
"I don't like this."
Zkaashj
"Why?"
Zarusa
"We should cover this ground as quickly as possible."
Boregloaf
Can we still see Vitze?
DM (Ephesos)
As if on cue, Vitze returns.
Vitze
I dismount. "There's a group of about 12 out there. One of them shot an arrow at me."
Boregloaf
"Are they in hearing range?"
Telaverin
"What are the chances of surprising them?"
Vitze
"Not good. It's an open plain, and they're already seen me."
"I doubt they can hear us, though. You can only just barely see them from here."
DM (Ephesos)
Sure enough, there are figures coming over the horizon at you.
Telaverin
"You know, I'm aware of how dumb Z's idea of burning the plains was at the time..."
"But it's starting to make sense now."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa snaps at Telaverin.
Zarusa
"No."
Zkaashj
"I told you so"
Vitze
Glamorous self: I disguise the party as dragonborn.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Boregloaf
When they get in hearing range, I'm going to yell at them.
Vitze
er, I meant glamorous entourage
Kundak
(I'm already a dragonborn)
Vitze
(Yes, you need no improvement)
Kundak
(Oh)
DM (Ephesos)
The illusion is stretched pretty thin.
Zarusa motions for the caravan to continue across the plain regardless.
Telaverin
"Walking right into their waiting weapons?"
Vitze
"They're not on the path. We might as well continue."
I go on.
Telaverin
I keep moving, but make sure to stay behind Zarusa.
DM (Ephesos)
The distant figures continue to close in on the caravan, as you clear maybe half the distance between the jungle and the thin forest at the foot of the mountains.
Zkaashj
I follow
Boregloaf
"Oy! Bandits! Give it up! We've got nothing you could possibly find valuable, and given our fighting ability you might as well be outnumbered two to one! So turn around and go home, or we'll kill you all!"
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 15 (Intimidate)
DM (Ephesos)
The figures seem to falter for a moment, and one peels off from the group, riding away from you on horseback.
But then they continue advancing.
Zkaashj
"Better than nothing I suppose"
Nixak
"Is there anything that we can give the pilgrims to hold that might look like weapons?"
"They don't need to fight, just look like they can."
Vitze
"He's probably going for help." I remount and gallop after the one that left, giving the rest of the group a wide berth.
DM (Ephesos)
At this point, the pilgrims are hiding behind the cart.
The figures get closer, and an arrow thuds into the ground maybe fifteen feet short of the cart.
Zkaashj
"We could send a flaming cart to them, if you don't mind walking."
Boregloaf
"No."
Kundak
"No!"
Vitze
Am I gaining on the other lone horseman?
Kundak
"What are you, a pyromaniac?"
(To Zkaashj)
Zkaashj
"No, I just giving ideas."
Telaverin
"We should tell the pilgrims and a couple of the guards to stay back."
DM (Ephesos)
Another arrow strikes, closer to the cart.
Yount steps up, wielding his crossbow.
Yount
"Just let me get a clear shot at them..."
Zkaashj
"I think we should charge now"
Telaverin
"Good idea. You do it."
Nixak
I cast blank sheet on one of the incoming bandits.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Boregloaf
"All right, bandits! You just signed your death warrants!"
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 4 (Intimidate)
DM (Ephesos)
The bandit Nixak targeted stumbles.
...But then gets back up and resumes charging.
Zkaashj
I cast life drain to a bandit
DICE
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Kundak
I cast marble avalanche on the bandits.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
The marbles more or less scatter into the grass, as the bandits aren't quite close enough yet.
Zkaashj's spell flies wide.
Zarusa fires a bolt of fire at the bandits, striking one down on the spot.
Telaverin
Question: Are the cart wheels solid, or spoked?
DM (Ephesos)
Spoked.
Telaverin
Darn
DM (Ephesos)
Another arrow thuds into the ground by the cart, but doesn't hit anyone.
Then something strange happens... you see a bandit draw back a bowstring, then trip, release the arrow, and somehow hit himself with the arrow. He stays down.
Boregloaf
How many bandits are there now?
DM (Ephesos)
This makes 9. Zarusa killed one, and one fell on his arrow.
Kundak
(How close are they?)
Nixak
(is it our turn again?)
DM (Ephesos)
You see another bandit approaching the group from behind. They are mounted, and it looks like it could've been the one that left before.
(Two turns' charging would put you at melee range.)
(And yes, go.)
Kundak
I run towards the bandits and cast Sworfish Rain.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Zkaashj
(Can I raise the dead bandit from here?)
DM (Ephesos)
Nope, they fell in the tall grass.
Boregloaf
Can I get someone else to charge with me?
Telaverin
Let's do this.
DM (Ephesos)
Two of the bandits are stalled by fish falling right in front of them.
Telaverin
I charge with Boregloaf.
Boregloaf
Thank you.
Zkaashj
I cast life drain to a bandit
DICE
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Boregloaf
"Charge! Death to all bandits!"
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Intimidate)
Nixak
I use compulsion one one of them. "You don't want to die by being hit with balls of fire and fish, your life if is more important then dyeing here. Its time to get out while you still can."
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Ephesos)
You see another rider, which at a glance appears to be Vitze, surge forward, cut off the oncoming bandit, and then gallop off towards the mountains.
Telaverin
I let out a savage "Rragh!" as I charge.
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Intimidate)
DM (Ephesos)
Zkaashj manages to hit one of the bandits, who stumbles but continues charging.
The other bandits continue charging, and start yelling as well. The intimidation factor more or less cancels out.
Vitze charges back, chasing the other bandit away from the main group.
The bandit targeted by Nixak seems to pause for a moment before continuing to charge.
Zarusa fires yet another bolt, striking down another bandit instantly.
Telaverin
(8...)
DM (Ephesos)
Another arrow flies in, striking Yount in the shoulder before he can fire a shot.
He yelps in pain and drops his bow, before yanking out the shaft from his shoulder.
Four of the bandits close with Telaverin and Boregloaf, swords drawn and slashing.
Boregloaf is hit for 3 damage, Telaverin is hit for 4 damage.
Three more bandits stream around those, and charge toward the rest of the party. They don't get close enough to attack, though.
Off in the distance, you can see Vitze dueling on horseback with the mounted bandit.
Vitze appears to be winning.
(Your turn.)
Kundak
I cast Heal on Telavarin.
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin is healed for 2 health.
Boregloaf
I attack the nearest bandit, spending a stamina in the process.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf manages to knock a bandit off balance with one forceful blow.
Zkaashj
I cast life drain to a bandit
Telaverin
I use my normal sword to strike down a bandit, while parrying oncoming attacks with my shortsword.
DICE
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Nixak
I mind duel one of the bandits that is not being fought by anyone else.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin strikes another bandit, while attempting to parry another's attacks.
Zkaashj's spell goes wide.
The bandit targeted by Nixak abruptly staggers, falling to one knee.
Vitze breaks off from the fight with the mounted bandit and charges towards the group. The bandit follows.
Another arrow flies in and goes wide.
Only one of the bandits fighting Boregloaf lands a hit (2 damage), as the other is still off-balance.
Boregloaf
(I'm down to 3 points)
DM (Ephesos)
However, one of the ones fighting Telaverin thrusts past her parry, and stabs her in the gut (4 damage).
The one targeted by Nixak staggers and falls to the ground.
One bandit charges at Kundak and slashes him for 2 damage, and the other manages to catch Nixak off-guard for 2 damage.
Your turn.
Kundak
I cast heal on Boregloaf.
Telaverin
I run through the bandit that stabbed me. Spend 1 stamina on it, too.
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Boregloaf
Attack the bandit who just attacked me, spend a stamina.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf is healed for 3 damage, as Telaverin successfully removes herself from the bandit's sword, and returns the favor. The bandit crumples.
Boregloaf neatly decapitates the bandit charging her.
Nixak
I use Blank Slate on one of the bandits fighting Telaverin.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Zkaashj
(can I raise a dead bandit now?)
DM (Ephesos)
(You can try, yes.)
The other bandit fighting Telaverin suddenly stops, looks around, and appears confused.
Zkaashj
I cast raise dead to one of the dead bandit (that not decapitated)
DICE
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze charges up to the bandits, and then... a knife flies through her, just missing the bandit. The mounted bandit pulls up short, as Vitze appears to vanish.
One of the dead bandits gets up, a very uncoordinated zombie.
(That'll be 2 stamina, Zkaashj.)
Zarusa strikes down the bandit that had charged Kundak.
Neither bandit fighting Boregloaf and Telaverin lands a blow.
Another arrow flies in, going wide.
The bandit that struck Nixak before does so again, landing a slashing blow on his arm for 4 damage.
The mounted bandit charges in between the groups, and one of the bandits seems to cringe for a moment.
(Your turn.)
Kundak
I attempt to run over to Vitze (exerting one stamina) and cast heal on her.
Boregloaf
Are you sure that's not just an illusion of her?
DM (Ephesos)
You see no sign of Vitze.
Telaverin
I finish off the bandit still near me.
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Boregloaf
Attack the bandit that missed me, spend a stamina.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Nixak
I cast mind duel on the one attacking me.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Ephesos)
Yount, having finally pulled the arrow out of his shoulder, hefts the crossbow and fires a shot at the mounted bandit, striking him in the side.
Vitze
(How many bandits are left?)
Zkaashj
(If I command the zombie would it cost a turn?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes, Kundak has another action. Yes, Zkaashj needs to spend a turn.)
Kundak
I cast swordfish rain on the bandits.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Ephesos)
The bandit attacking Nixak is too busy attacking Nixak to be mind-dueled by Nixak.
Zkaashj
I command the zombie to attack nearby bandit
DM (Ephesos)
(Er, which ones?)
Kundak
(Oh crap, Nixak was injured)
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf manages to knock the bandit attacking her to the ground, but they aren't dead yet.
Telaverin tries to finish off her attacker, but fails.
Suddenly, the mounted bandit turns into Vitze, riding back toward the group with a crossbow bolt in her side.
DM (Ephesos)
Roll the attack, Zkaashj.
DICE
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Zkaashj
(......)
DM (Ephesos)
The swordfish are too scattered to hit the bandit, but thankfully none hit Nixak either.
The zombie bandit finishes what Telaverin tried to start, tackling and frightening that bandit to death.
The archer takes off running across the plain.
Vitze
If I still have a turn, I cast Blur on Telaverin.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin is now highly blurred.
The bandit attacking Nixak, who appears to have not noticed that his fellows were routed, gives one last stab, dealing 4 damage to Nixak.
Nixak crumples to the ground and begins bleeding out.
(He drops to 0/8, 7/10.)
Phal and Khial, who were standing by the pilgrims, decide they've had enough, and charge over. Two quick slashes later, and the bandit is dead on the ground.
Zarusa fires a parting shot at the retreating archer, but it goes wide.
Vitze
The retreating archer is on foot, right?
DM (Ephesos)
Yes.
Vitze
I chase on horseback.
Telaverin
I give chase.
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze easily catches up to the fleeing archer.
Vitze
I brandish a knife. "Surrender!"
DM (Ephesos)
The archer drops his bow immediately.
Boregloaf
"What are you planning to do, exactly?"
Kundak
I cast heal on Nixak.
Boregloaf
(Also, I've got a bandit to deal with soon.)
DM (Ephesos)
Nixak stabilizes at 1hp, with the total blood loss dropping him to 5 stamina.
Vitze
I return to the group with the captured archer. "The bandit I was chasing escaped. I want to know where he went and what he was doing."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa strides over to the archer, eyes blazing.
Zkaashj
I search the bodies for valueables
DM (Ephesos)
Roll Perception, Zkaashj.
DICE
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Telaverin
I search the bodies as well, specifically looking for any armor or shields.
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Boregloaf
Well, I guess I tie up the bandit I knocked down last round.
DM (Ephesos)
You find a low-quality wooden shield, 32 silver pieces, and some of the worst swords you've ever laid eyes on.
Kundak
I perform first aid on Nixak.
Vitze
I tie up the bandit I caught, and sit him up against the wagon.
DM (Ephesos)
First aid isn't going to do too much now.
The bleeding's stopped.
Telaverin
I take the shield and 20 of the silver pieces.
Kundak
So I cast heal on him again?
Zkaashj
I take the 12 silver pieces
Vitze
"Your friend that left: what was he doing?"
DM (Ephesos)
The bandit screams when he sees Zarusa's eyes.
Terrified Bandit
"DEMON!!!"
Vitze
"Answer!"
Zkaashj
"I could try to torture him if you want"
Kundak
I walk over to Yount and perform first aid on him.
Boregloaf
I jab Zkaashj in the ribs.
DM (Ephesos)
Yount is quite grateful for the help, as his shoulder was still bleeding pretty badly. The wound is successfully dressed.
Boregloaf
And drag the second bandit over to the wagon near the archer.
Telaverin
"Kundak?" I look at the large hole in me. "Little help over here, please?"
DM (Ephesos)
The second bandit is still unconscious.
Kundak
I perform first aid on Telaverin.
Vitze
"Answer, or I will set the demon on your friend!"
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak expends one stamina from all the running around, but he sets to work healing Telaverin.
The bandit screams again, and passes out.
Vitze
"Huh."
"Did you do that, Zarusa?"
Kundak
*panting* I then perfrom first aid on Boregloaf.
Zarusa
"I did not do that. I believe it was more of a panic attack."
"Leave them, we're moving on."
Vitze
"Fair enough. Yount, I have one of your bolts." I pull it out and hand it to him.
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak patches up Boregloaf and Telaverin for 2 damage each.
Yount sheepishly accepts the bolt.
Yount
"Sorry... you looked like a bandit."
Vitze
"I guess that's understandable."
Boregloaf
Is the archer's bow and arrows still intact?
Vitze
The bow should be. He dropped it.
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, there is one bow and eight arrows.
Zkaashj
"Does he have any items in his pocket?"
DM (Ephesos)
The other archer fell on his equipment somehow and ruined it.
Boregloaf
Okay. I take them.
(Unless anyone has objections.)
Vitze
I search the passed-out bandits.
(No, take them.)
And recover my knife, but that goes without saying.
DM (Ephesos)
The passed-out bandits have been searched.
Zarusa motions for the caravan to start moving again, as Phal and Khial try to reassure the pilgrims.
Zarusa
"Come on now, let's get moving again!"
Boregloaf
I move on.
Kundak
I walk over to Nixak and cast healing spells on him, attempting to revive him.
Telaverin
I take my position, happy with my new shield.
Vitze
I lead the horse that I was riding before.
Zkaashj
(Does my zombie continuesly drains my stamina?)
DM (Ephesos)
Nixak is healed for 3 damage, and regains consciousness. Kundak spends another stamina, having done rather a lot of healing.
(Yes, it will if you keep it around.)
Zkaashj
I dispell my zombie
DM (Ephesos)
The zombie crumbles to dust.
And as the caravan moves on, you reach the foot of the mountain. A long climb lies ahead of you...
End session.
